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Abstract. A crucial step in the process of phototransduction, whereby light is converted into an
electrical response in retinal rod and cone photoreceptors, involves interaction and diffusion of
cytoplasmic signaling molecules, termedsecond messengers, in the cytosol. A computational
model for the interaction and diffusion of thesecond messengers (cyclic Guanosine Monophosphate
and Calcium) during the activation phase of phototransduction in retinal rod cells is described and
results of numerical simulations are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The rod outer segment of vertebrates comprises a stack of equispaceddisc membranes
of thickness about 10 nm and at mutual distance of about 14 nm (for the Salamander).

Each disc is made up of two functionally independent layers oflipidic membrane
where proteins are embedded, such as rhodopsin (Rh), the light receptor, G protein
(G), also called transducin, and cGMP phosphodiesterase (PDE), the effector. These
membrane associated proteins can diffuse on the face of the disc where they are located,
but cannot abandon the disc. The lateral membrane of the rod contains cGMP–gated
channels of small radius. In absence of light these channels are open and allow a positive
influx of sodium and calcium (Ca2� ) ions. The space within the rod, and not occupied by
the discs, is filled with fluid cytosol, inwhich cyclic-guanosine monophosphate (cGMP)
and Ca2� diffuse.

When a photon is absorbed by a molecule of rhodopsin, located on one of the discs,
the rhodopsin becomes activated, and in turnactivates any G protein it interacts with.
Each of the activated G proteins, is capable of activating one and only one catalytic
subunit of PDE on the activated disc, by binding to it upon contact. The bound pair so
generated is denoted by PDE� . This cascade takes place only on the activated disc. The
next cascade, involving cGMP and Ca2� , takes place in the cytosol.

Active PDE� hydrolyzes cGMP in the cytoplasm, thereby lowering its concentration.
The decrease of concentration of the cGMP causes closure of some of the cGMP–gated
channels of the plasma membrane, resulting in a lowering of the influx of positive ions,
and thus a lowering of the local currentJ across the outer membrane. Because of the
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Na� /K � /Ca2� exchanger which continues to remove Ca2� from the cytoplasm, there is
a decrease in the calcium concentration, which in turn results in an increase in cGMP
production by stimulation of Ca2� –inhibited guanyl cyclase, and thus a consequent
reopening of the channels. The same decrease of calcium closes the cycle by causing
deactivation of rhodopsin through stimulation of rhodopsin kinase. The latter ceases
activating new G protein. Thus PDE� decays to basal, ending depletion of cGMP.

This cascade is well known and it is supported by a sizable amount of published
experimental data [4, 14, 22, 21]. However, despite being one of the best understood
signal transduction processes, its formal mathematicaldescription, is less developed.
The classical methods used to describe signal transduction processes assume a well-
stirred aqueous environment, and ordinary differential equations provide solutions which
average concentrations within the volume of the cell. Recent investigations [3, 13]
suggest that these methods are not adequate todescribe the precisely regulated signal
transduction processes emanating from thesehighly localized structures, sometimes
called "signalsomes" [3].

We present numerical simulations of the diffusion of the second messengers cGMP
and Ca2� in the cytoplasm of the rod outer segment of vertebrates during the activa-
tion phase. The simulations build on a mathematical model presented in [1] whose main
feature is the inclusion of spatio-temporalvariations of the concentration of cGMP and
Ca2� . The second messengers cGMP and Ca2� , far from being bulk quantities, are re-
garded as pointwise functions of space andtime. In [1], the existing model of [16],
which assumes bulk/lumped quantities of cGMP and Ca2� and based on ordinary differ-
ential equations, is extended by incorporating diffusion effects and therefore by giving
a pointwise description of the phenomenon bymeans of evolution partial differential
equations. The bulk/lumped source terms are correctly modeled as surface–volume re-
actions occurring on the faces of the discs where cGMP is hydrolized.

The numerical simulations we have performed trace the space–time dependence of
cGMP. Since the latter is linked to the currentJ through the cGMP–gated channels, the
same simulation provide the distribution of current as a space–time function defined on
the lateral boundary of the rod outer segment.Such a dependence permits us to verify
numerically some facts put forth in the biological literature about the spread of a single
photon response [5].

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Geometry of the Domain: The outer segment of a rod receptor can be considered
as a right circular cylinder̃Ω of heightH and radiusRrod, housing a vertical stack of
N equispaced parallel discsCi � i � 1 � 2 � � � � Ndisc, each of radiusRdisc, thicknessε, and
mutually separated by a distanceδ. Each of the discsCi � i � 1 � 2 � � � � Ndisc, carrying the
rhodopsin, is assumed to be a short cylinder, coaxial with the rodΩ̃, of radiusRdisc and
heightε � � H. The discsCi are equally spaced, i.e., the upper face ofCi has distanceδ
from the lower face ofCi � 1. The firstC1 has distanceδ

�
2 from the lower face of the rod

Ω̃ and the lastCNdisc has distanceδ
�
2 from the upper face of the rod. The cytosol, where

diffusion of second messengers takes place, is the subsetΩ � Ω̃ not occupied by the
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cylindersCi, i.e.,Ω � Ω̃ � �
C̄i � i � 1 � � � � � Ndisc� Cylindrical coordinates (r� z � θ) will be

employed. We defineF �i � upper/lower disc faces,Li � lateral boundary of discCi (at
r � Rdisc) and∂oΩ � lateral outer boundary (plasma membrane). We also defineσi to
denote the area of discCi, σdisc the total area of theNdisc discs, Vcyto the volume of the
cytosol. We also introduce a geometric parameter d, the volume to area ratio, which is
approximatelyδ

�
2, thus d� Vcyto

�
σdisc � δ

�
2 �

Basic Equations of the Model: Derivation of the general diffusion equations for the
concentrations [cG] of cGMP and [Ca] of Ca2� in the fluid cytosol is based on mass
balance in an elementary volume. Since there are no volume-sources for either cGMP
or Ca2� in the interior of cytosol, the governing equations for diffusion of the second
messengers cGMP and Ca2� in Ω can be expressed as

∂ � cG�
∂t

� ∇ � � DcG∇ � cG� 
 � 0 �
∂ � Ca�

∂t
� ∇ � � DCa∇ � Ca� 
 � 0 (1)

in Ω, for t � 0, whereDcG andDCa are the respective diffusion coefficients (inµm2s 1).
Initial Conditions: Initially, the concentrations of free [cG] and� Ca� in the cytosol can

be taken as uniform at their steady-state (dark) values.
Boundary Conditions for [cG]: We assume that a small beam of photons hits a disc

Ci0 on one of its faces, say for example the lower one. Generation and removal of free
cGMP concentration in the cytoplasm occurs through binding phenomena on the lower
and upper faces of each of the disc. The axial boundary fluxes for [cG] are zero onLi
(lateral boundary of discCi) and on∂oΩ (lateral outer boundary). On the upper and
lower faces of discCi the flux is given by

� DcG
∂ � cG�

∂z

����
F �i � � αmaxd

1 � � � Ca� �
Kcyc
 mCa � khyd � PDE� s � cG� � δi0 k �hyd � PDE� � s � cG� � (2)

The quantityαmax is the maximum rate of synthesis of cGMP by guanylyl cyclase [16,
pp. 821].Kcyc is the Ca2� concentration that achieves half of the maximum rate,mCa
is a Hill’s constant. Multiplyingαmax by d� � Vcyto

�
σdisc
 converts the volumetric flow

rateαmax to flux across the disc face. The termkhyd � PDE� s � cG� describes hydrolysis of
cGMP by dark-activated PDE, with ratekhyd. Similarly, the last term in (2) describes
hydrolysis by light-activated PDE� on activated disc(s)i0 (δi0 � 1 only whenCi is an
activated disc).� PDE� s and � PDE� � s are surface densities of the dark and light activated
Phosphodiesterase, related to (volumetric) concentrations via� PDE� � d � � PDE� s and� PDE� � � d � � PDE� � s.

Boundary Conditions for [Ca]: Calcium does not penetrate the discCi. We assume that
the only calcium fluxes into or out of the cytoplasm are by the cGMP-gated channels and
the electrogenic exchanger. The boundary fluxes for� Ca� are zero onLi (lateral boundary
of discCi) whereas on∂oΩ (lateral outer boundary)

� DCa
∂ � Ca�

∂r
� 1

ΣrodBCaF

�
Jex � 1

2
fCaJcG� � (3)

HereJex is the current across the boundary of the rod due to electrogenic exchange,JcG
is the current carried by the cGMP-gated channels (at a fixed membrane voltage),BCa
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is buffering power of the cytoplasm for calcium,fCa is the fraction of cGMP-activated
current carried by Ca2� , andF is Faraday’s constant. Thecirculating currentsJex and
JcG are described respectively by the the following Michaelis-Menten and Hill type
relations [16, pp. 820-821]

Jex � jsat
ex

1 � Kex
� � Ca� � JcG �

jmax
cG

1 � � KcG
� � cG� � mcG � (4)

where jsat
ex is saturation exchange current,jmax

cG is maximal cG-current andΣrod is the
lateral surface area of the Rod Outer Segment. Dividing the flow rate in (3) byΣrod,
converts it to flux. Thus, the local flow rate across a patch of areaA of membrane (with
local concentrations [cG], [Ca]) is given byA times the right-hand side of (3). The total
circulating current (J) is the sumJcG � Jex.

Activation of PDE: In lieu of a detailed model of the rhodopsin to PDE� cascade
taking place on activated discs, we accountfor the activated PDE by expressing the
surface density� PDE� � s as a gaussian

� PDE� � s � P0

4πDa
� t � ton� exp

� � r2

4Da
� t � ton� � (5)

with standard deviation� 4Da
� t � ton� � whereDa is a diffusivity of activation of PDE

by transducin on the disc surface,P0 is the number of activated PDE* molecules on a
disc, andton is the time at which light strikes the disc. Note that� PDE� � s in (5) is also a
solution of 2-dimensional diffusion on the disc face, the response to a Dirac delta source
of strengthP0 at r � 0 andt � ton.

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

A computational model of the mathematical problem has been developed based on
Finite Volume discretization of the partial differential equations and boundary condi-
tions for the axially symmetric case, and implemented in a Fortran program. Due to
the intricate geometry of the cytosol, even the axisymmetric problem involves very in-
tensive computations. We parallelized the scheme for distributed memory clusters of
multi-processors or heterogeneous networked computers, employing the MPI (Message
Passing Interface) library. The numerical solution of the partial differential equations (1)
- (3) gives the evolution of the spatial distribution of concentration of cGMP and Ca2�

in the cytosol, from which the circulating currents in equations (4) will be computed.
Parameters: For the numerical experiment, representative parameter values are cho-

sen for the outer segment of Salamander rod cells, and are mostly taken from [16, 20,
11]. Outer segment of the Salamander rod was of radiusRrod = 5.515µm containing
a stack ofNdisc = 800 discs of heightε = 14 nm and radiusRdisc = 5.5 µm equally
spaced at a distanceδ = 14 nm apart. Height of the rod outer segmentH = 22.4µm.
Typical parameters for the whole cell electrical properties for the dark resting state are
taken to bejmax

cG � 7000pA andjsat
ex � 0 	 17pA respectively. The values for the rate con-

stantskhyd � 7 � 10
 5 molecules
 1 µm3s
 1 and k �hyd � 0 	 183 molecules
 1 µm3s
 1 are
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obtained by matching the parameters with those in [16]. The diffusion coefficient for
cGMP is estimated to beDcG � 50µm2s� 1 by comparing literature values [6, 7, 5, 18]
of the experimentally measured effective longitudinal diffusion in cytosol. The diffusion
coefficient of calcium in cytosol,DCa � 15µm2s� 1, is taken from [15], which accounts
for buffering effects. The surface density of PDE molecules present in the disc mem-
brane is� PDE� s � 100 moleculesµm � 2 [20]. The remaining parameters used in our sim-
ulations are as follows:αmax � 50µMs � 1 � BCa � 45� fCa � 0 � 17� F � 96500C mol � 1 �
Kcyc � 0 � 15µM � KcG � KcG, max � 32µM � Kex � 1 � 5 µM � mCa � 2 andmcG � 2. In order
to study the kinetic response of the concentration of various enzymes, proteins and cal-
cium in the cytoplasmic membrane, we haveto activate the receptor protein rhodopsin
by the flash of light. Our model allows control of the boundary source terms for [cG]
in equation (2) in various ways: activation of PDE molecules, with specific strengthP0
and spread rateDa, over an arbitrary surface area of either of the faces of any desired
number of discs, for any specified duration of time, constantly, or on and off.

Activated PDE: We want the entire disc to be activated within a certain time interval
� 0 � T � . Since three standard deviations (s� d � ) contains 99% of the gaussian in equation
(5), we want 3s� d � � Rdisc at timeT � henceDa � R2

disc

� � 36T � µm2s� 1 � Thus, forT � 1
sec,Da � 1µm2s� 1, for T � 0 � 1 sec,Da � 8µm2s� 1.

One photon is expected to activate about 1000 molecules of PDE* (1 photon� �

1R � � � 102 - 103T � � � 102 - 103PDE� , see [9]). Thus, a flash deliveringΦ photoiso-
merizations to the rod is expected to activate about 1000Φ PDE molecules. Each acti-
vated disc contains� PDE� s

� σi0 PDE molecules, therefore the number of activated discs
Nactive � 1 � 1000Φ

� � � PDE� s σi0 � � Distributing the 1000Φ equally among theNactive
discs, we haveP0 � 1000Φ

�
Nactive= number of PDE� molecules on each activated disc.

Steady-state: With the input of the above mentioned parameter values, we obtain the
dark steady state solution as� cG� dark � 2 � 91µM and � Ca� dark � 0 � 60µM. This is slightly
less than the Nikhonov, Lamb, and Pugh [16] dark values of 3 and 0.64. By taking
Kcyc � 0 � 165, we find the more agreeable values of 2.99 and 0.65. We used these values
as the initial conditions for concentrations. The dark standing currents are computed
using these values in (4) and are used as normalizing factors for the total circulating
currents.

Histories and Profiles: At desired intervals, concentrations and current histories at
selected locations in the cytosol and concentration/current profiles along the axial and
radial direction were outputed. The plots are drawn in terms of relative and relative
responses normalized by their dark values. Some of the results of numerical simulations
(with a very coarse mesh of 8 nodes radially and 8 axially, per disc unit) are presented
in Fig. 1. and Fig.2.. The cGMP concentration behaves like the current and it is not
presented.

Computations were performed on CompaqAlphaServer SC clusters at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. A typical 1000 msecsimulation with 800 discs takes about
1 hr : 20 min using 21 processors.

Conclusion: The form of cGMP and Ca2� concentrations and the light-induced
reduction in standing current in the outer segment of a rod predicted from the numerical
simulation show a good match to the general trend of the available experimental data.
Thus, the simulations will be helpful for interpretation of available biological data,
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FIGURE 1. Histories of total relative responseJ � t � � J � 0� and calcium relative concentration�
Ca� � t � � �

Ca� � 0� at some fixed location on the cytosol in the vicinity of the activated disc illustrating
the light-induced reduction in standing current and concentration. This simulation was performed for
a “truncated” rod with 400 discs (i.e., half of theusual size of a typical Salamander photoreceptor rod)
activating 51 discs (# 175 - 225) with about 9285 PDE� molecules per disc) via gaussian source of equation
(5). The normalizing factorsJ � 0� , the total circulating current in the dark steady-state is 65	 88 pA and�
Ca� � 0� , the concentration of calcium in the dark is 0	 65µM. (a) Relative responseJ � t � � J � 0� versus time.
The current reduces 20% by 400msec.(b) Relative calcium concentration

�
Ca� � t � � �

Ca� � 0� versus time at
three specified locations in the cytosol is shown. The upper two curves are from disc units # 174 and #
226. The lower curve is from disc # 200. The plot shows that the calcium concentration is depleted by
more than 50% in the first 200msec.

comparision of model predictions with measurements, determinination of sensitivity of
output on various model parameters, and to design further biological experiments.
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FIGURE 2. Axial (z-direction) and radial (r-direction) profiles at times 150 msec and 600 msec.
This simulatation was performed with total number of 800 discs (i.e., full size of a typical Salamander
photoreceptor rod) activating only four discs (#100, 200, 400 and 700) with 5000 PDE* molecules on
each disc, via gaussian source of equation (5).(a) This describes the spatial variation along thez-direction
of the relative response of the total current 1� J � z � t � � J � z � 0� , whereJ � JcG

�
Jex. This plot clearly depicts

interacting and noninteracting discs. There is separation of the diffusion effect between discs # 400 and
# 700 but when the activated discs are closer the responses merge. The spread of the response is about
160 disc units, which amounts to� 4 � 5µm. (b) This describes the spatial variation of the concentration of
calcium along the radial direction at a fixedz-location (just below the activated disc units) in the cytosol.
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